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Abstract

A potential advantage of the “M¨obius” scheme, or any
other strongly coupled lattice, is that the normal-mode os-
cillations are damped at rates which depend on both the
horizontal and vertical chromaticities. This opens up the
possibility of maintaining adequate damping even for quite
negative chromaticity in one plane, provided the other is
appropriately increased to compensate. This “chromaticity
sharing” has been observed at CESR by introducing reso-
nant coupling with weak skew quadrupoles and observing
the coherent damping rates of shock-excited betatron oscil-
lations.

1 INTRODUCTION

Chromaticity compensation is required in high-energy stor-
age rings to avoid instability due to the head-tail (H-T) ef-
fect [1, 2]. We define the chromaticity of a lattice as

Q0 = dQ=d� (1)

whereQ is the betatron tune and� is the fractional devi-
ation from nominal momentum. The natural chromaticity
of a lattice is negative, which produces a positive growth
rate� in the lowest (dipole,m = 0) H-T mode; damping
(� � 0) requiresQ0 � 0. Ordinarily, sextupoles are intro-
duced in the lattice to makeQ0 � 0 in both thex andy
planes of oscillation.1

A sextupole producesoppositechromaticity changes in
x andy. Thus at least two families of sextupoles are re-
quired, so placed as to yield a net positive correction in
both planes. To the extent that thex andy sextupoles have
opposing effects, their individual strengths can become rel-
atively large, particularly for they sextupoles, which are
less effective because they tend to be in regions of small
dispersion. Strong sextupoles reduce the dynamic aperture
of the lattice.

A potential advantage of the M¨obius scheme proposed
by Talman [3] is that normal-mode oscillations, containing
bothx andy components, should be damped at a rate that
depends on both�x and�y, an effect we callchromaticity
sharing. It promises to maintain H-T stability with a less
restrictive choice of sextupoles; instead of bothQ0

x � 0 and
Q0

y � 0, the criterion becomesQ0

xWx+Q0

yWy � 0, where
Wx;Wy are factors describing the relative magnitudes of
thex andy wake fields affecting the bunch.
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1BecauseQ0 > 0 produces a positive growth rate in the higher H-

T modes,Q0 is generally set to zero or only slightly positive. Then the
higher modes, with smaller form factors and wake-field coefficients, are
stabilized adequately by radiation and Landau damping.

Talman [4] has generalized the two-macroparticle model
of the H-T effect to includex � y coupling. The two cou-
pled modes of interest show equal growth rates of the form

� / I�̂

Qs
(Q0

xWx +Q0

yWy) (2)

whereI is the bunch current,̂� is a typical peak momentum
deviation, andQs is the momentum-oscillation tune. (An
additional term which depends on the coupling strengthS,

(Q0

x�Q0

y)(Wx�Wy)
S2=2
Q2
s
�S2 , small everywhere except near

S ' Qs, has been neglected.) In this model, constant H-T
damping–the same for both coupled modes–occurs along a
line in theQ0

x; Q
0

y plane of slope�Wx=Wy.
Alternatively, one can ascribe a chromaticity directly to

each of the normal coupled modes. When the lattice is at
resonance (equalfractional tunes,qx = qy � q0), turning
on a coupling element splits the tunes into upper and lower
normal modes:qU;L = q0 � 1

2
S, where the tune splitS is

a measure of the coupling strength. IfQ0

x 6= Q0

y, a particle
off-momentum by� is detuned from resonance byD =
(Q0

x�Q0

y)�; the mode tunes, centered on�q = q0+
1

2
(Q0

x+

Q0

y)�, are then separated by
p
S2 +D2.

Figure 1 showsqU andqL as a function of� for an ex-
treme case,Q0

x = 20; Q0

y = �10, S = 0:026. The curves
are what is measured by a tune tracker insteady-statecon-
ditions when the beam is taken off-momentum by changing
the RF frequency. Particles within a CESR bunch might
typically have� = �1:5�� ' �10�3, detuning them from
resonance, for the case illustrated, byD ' 0:01 � 0:02,
which is of the same order as the coupling strengthS.
(Möbius coupling will be dramatically stronger.) Clearly, if
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Figure 1: The dependence of the normal mode tunes on
energy forQ0

x = 20; Q0

y = �10; S = 0:026.



� varies slowly enough for the modes to retain their identity
(S � Qs), the chromaticity of each mode is highly nonlin-
ear, which might be expected to lead to decoherence (Lan-
dau damping). Such effects would of course not appear in
the simple two-superparticle model. On the other hand, if
� changes so rapidly as to mix the modes (S � Qs), the
effective chromaticity may become that associated with the
averagetune�q, that is 1

2
(Q0

x +Q0

y). In fact,� oscillates at
frequencyQsf0; in CESR,Qs ' 0:05, comparable to the
“tune” S of beats between the modes.

Since tune-tracking studies do not duplicate the condi-
tions of momentum oscillations, we concentrated on mea-
surements of�, the coherent damping rate of shock-excited
betatron oscillations. Initially we pursued the expectations
described by equation 2.

2 EXPERIMENTAL

We measured the coherent damping rates by shock-exciting
the beam with a fast kicker and observing the response
of beam-position monitor signals on a fixed-tune spectrum
analyzer (bandwidth = 2 kHz, i.e.,�q ' 5 � 10�3).
The analyzer displayed the damping envelope logarithmi-
cally, allowing–after subtraction of the incoherent radiation
damping rate�R ' 38 s�1–determination of the coherent
damping rate�.

The accelerator lattice used for these experiments was
optimized for studying round-beam collisions at CESR; it
is described in an accompanying paper [5]. Chromaticity
correction is accomplished with sextupoles in two fami-
lies. Q0

x andQ0

y are independently controlled by simul-
taneously varying the strengths of the two families; we
verified thatQ0

x andQ0

y were linear functions of the sex-
tupole strengths and that thex andy chromaticity controls
were orthogonal. The H-T damping rates in each plane
depended linearly on the associated chromaticity over the
range for which a stable beam could be maintained (0 �
Q0 � 12). The H-T damping coefficients (measured at�5
mA beam current) wered�x=dQ0

x = �5:54 s�1mA�1 and
d�y=dQ

0

y = �6:19 s�1mA�1, indicating that the wake-
field coefficients are in the ratioWx=Wy = 0:89.

The machine was taken to resonance (typically to within
D0 � 2 � 10�3) and globally decoupled. Two skew
quadrupoles placed symmetrically with respect to the in-
teraction point were then powered to introduce the desired
coupling strengthS. In this coupled lattice, the measured
normal-mode damping rates depended neither on the orien-
tation of the kick nor of the pickup electrodes (x or y).

3 RESULTS

3.1 Weak Coupling (S < Qs)

To check equation 2, we started from a somewhat arbitrary
point (Q0

x ' 4; Q0

y ' 0) and followed contours of con-
stant�U or �L in theQ0

x; Q
0

y plane. The damping rates
of the two modes were generally quite different, contrary
to the prediction of the two-particle model; the two con-
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Figure 2: Contours of constant damping rate in theQ0

x; Q
0

y

plane for the two coupled modes.

tours shown in figure 2 correspond to�U = 92 s�1 and
�L = 15 s�1. Data are shown for two coupling strengths,
S = 0:012 and 0.026. The range of data represents the
range ofQ0 over which a stable beam could be maintained
along these contours with this coupling.

The curves demonstrate that there is chromaticity shar-
ing, even for relatively weak coupling. (For comparison,
straight lines with the expected slope�Wx=Wy = �0:89
are included on the plots.) However, the contours are not
straight; their curvature, opposite for�U and�L, is only
slightly reduced by stronger coupling. Most importantly,
the disparity between�U and�L calls for explanation.

To investigate the possibility that the physical orienta-
tion of the modes in the vacuum chamber played a role,
we reversed the sign of the skew quadrupoles, thus inter-
changing the orientation of the U and L modes. This had a
systematic effect only at smallQ0, that is, for small damp-
ing rates (' 10 s�1). The larger observed damping rates
therefore appear to be linked to the modes themselves, not
their spatial orientation. We always found�U > �L.

3.2 Intermediate Coupling (S ' Qs)

Upon increasing the coupling strength to 0.039 we found it
possible to maintain a stable beam over a much larger range
of Q0, although some conditions could not be approached
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Figure 3: (Upper) Contours of constant damping rate for
the lower frequency mode for couplingS = 0:039. Con-
tours corresponds to�L = 14 s�1 (4 mA) and�L = 20
s�1 (20 mA). (Lower) Corresponding damping rate of the
upper frequency mode recorded at each point of the con-
tour.

directly by following a contour of constant�. Figure 3
shows contours of constant�L for two widely different
beam currents. Also shown on the lower portion of the fig-
ure are the corresponding�U recorded at each point of the
contour. The striking feature is that, for highly negativeQ0

in either plane, stability is obtained with much smaller pos-
itive Q0 in the other plane than would be called for with
simple chromaticity sharing. In fact, at each end of the
contour one family of sextupoles is turned off completely,
leavingQ0 in the corresponding plane much more negative
than the natural value for the lattice (' �12), owing to
the effect of the other sextupole family. At these extreme
points, the damping rate of the upper mode is quite large.

3.3 Qualitative Investigations

This unexpected behavior suggests a decoherence phe-
nomenon due to the large spread in tunes (figure 1), an idea
supported by the fact that at extreme settings–for example,
Q0

x ' 20; Q0

y ' �20 –both modes are heavily damped
(�U;L > 1000 s�1) even at low beam current (2 mA). How-

ever, though the coherent oscillation signal disappeared in
times well below 1 ms, the optical image nevertheless re-
tained considerable enlargement for times comparable to
the interval between the kicks (which occurred at 60 s�1).
Clearly, the oscillations quickly become incoherent and in-
dividual particle amplitudes are damped only at the low ra-
diation rate, 38 s�1.

If there is decoherence, it should contribute Landau
damping independently of the beam current, to an extent
determined by the tune modulation produced by momen-
tum oscillations. That is consistent with the general shape
of the constant-� contours at extremeQ0. (An attempt
to change the momentum oscillations by lowering the RF
voltage from an overvoltage of6� to 4� revealed no sig-
nificant change in damping rates.)

Apparently, in the intermediate coupling regime (S '
Qs), the tune split is large enough for the modes to assert
themselves; the momentum oscillations lead to a spread in
tunes. The non-linear chromaticity leads naturally to deco-
herence; unlike the familiar case of linear chromaticity, a
particle executing momentum oscillationsdoes notreturn
to its initial betatron phase after one synchrotron period.
Furthermore, particles with different longitudinal oscilla-
tion amplitudes arrive at slightly different phases following
one oscillation period, giving rise to decoherence.

4 CONCLUSION

The expected chromaticity sharing in a coupled lattice is
confirmed; it occurs even for weak coupling. For interme-
diate coupling, however, damping mechanisms other than
the head-tail effect appear to become dominant. These are
tentatively identified as effects of decoherence, produced
by the large tune modulation during momentum oscilla-
tions, and the nonlinear chromaticity of the coupled modes.
Further work–especially in the M¨obius regime–is planned.
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